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Sculpture in the garden 

In the quiet months of winter one can actually scrutinize the garden. Where there is in other months so 
much busy-ness with leaves, limbs, flowers and such, it is now possible to observe the true lay-of-the-
land.  Do you see the clearly empty spaces and wonder what can be done about them? Winter gardens 
needn’t look sorry and lonesome. The starkness of certain spots are simply in obvious need of something 
to beguile the winter weary heart . Enter sculpture! 

Does that word evoke images of marble statuary so typical of old, majestic Italianate gardens or of the 
gnomes and jockey class of kitsch? Unless any of those are exactly what you favor, I’m not talking 
about them at all. The bleakness of a garden in winter begs for the addition of interesting structure, 
something to break up the visual blandness. 

Sculptures bring shape and texture to a garden. They can be “hard” works of art made of wood, metal or 
stone or “soft,” when plants are shaped into topiaries. Standing alone in a well marked spot, sculptures 
can make bold statements. Or, they can be positioned amidst plants in beds and borders where 
everything works together to tell a gentle story. Or, imagine coming upon a lovely work of art in the 
middle of a quiet woodland. Whatever it might be, sculpture should be sized right. Nothing too large to 
dominate the entire garden not too small that it’ll be easily overlooked. Let it give the landscape some 
oomph, some panache. 

Topiary, the deliberate shaping of plants is an age old tradition but can be used today in more modern 
ways. Crisp geometric structures of boxwood in spheres, cones or cubes can appear very au courant in 
the right context. The type of garden dictates the style. Even a hedge trimmed to sharp edges and right 
angles can lend a contemporary air.  The gentle undulations of a well clipped fence of yew while 
demarcating the external boundary of the garden, also introduces a certain lyrical charm that is striking 
in all seasons. The high living fences bordering Piet Oudolph’s garden in Hummelo come to mind.  

  Trees and shrubs are naturally sculptural. Think how interesting are the barks of birch, acer, plane or 
shag. Or the the colored dogwoods and willow. The seedpods left deliberately to dance on the tops of 
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grasses and such make for ethereal sculptures. Nature herself provides endless choices: the gardener 
simply has to plant well. 

  Sculptures can suit diverse tastes, budgets and every garden can benefit from having one or two of 
them. Works of nature such as large rocks or abstract forms of driftwood can be all that are needed. One 
can choose traditional or modern works but just be sure they look right in the garden. One needs to 
notice the sculpture but it should not detract from it’s surroundings.  Select something whimsical like a 
wind mobile to introduce movement. Interesting fountains, sundials and birdbaths do double duty. They 
offer visual stimulation and perform a function. 

  A statue can be a surprise element when partially hidden by shrubs in the growing season. It becomes 
something more striking after the leaves have fallen and offsets the barrenness of winter. Something 
placed to highlight the quirky shadows cast by the midday sun would be sufficient to capture the 
imagination. 

  Take a look around what you already own. Think outside the box and you just might come up with 
something unique to display. Or, purchase or commission something from an up and coming artist. You 
can get a one of a kind piece of art for a reasonable price and support an aspiring artist at the same time. 
Whatever your choice, ‘soft’ or ‘hard’, be sure you know everything about the care of the sculpture and 
that you can handle what is required.  

  For inspiration, visit the Pepsi sculpture gardens in Purchase. Or, search the Internet to check out the 
Chihuly and Henry Moore exhibits at the New York Botanical Gardens from the recent past. 

  Gardens offer a marvelous canvas for artwork and creativity so lets take advantage and add something 
clever to our own stretch of earth. 

 

 
Another thought-provoking column. Welcome back!    By julie gaughran on 01/30/2012 at 4:47 pm     
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